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Get the latest version of MediatorPro.
Our completely free utility allows you to
quickly create dynamic presentations,
build HTML pages, and much more.
Discover over 20 effects and more than
1000 ready-to-use graphics that can be
easily applied to text and pictures in a
matter of minutes.Q: How to validate the
schema of a file against a database
schema I am new to sql/phoenix, so
please forgive my ignorance. I'm trying to
build a tool that I can use to import
mySQL databases (defined in a.sql file)
into a phoenix database. I have this
working, but I'd like to know if there's a
way to validate the schema of the
imported file against the database schema
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before I run it. It's not a big deal if it
fails, but I'd like to know how it will fail
before I actually run the import. It would
be nice to have a file like: file.sql DROP
TABLE IF EXISTS `table`; CREATE
TABLE `table` ( id VARCHAR(128)
NOT NULL, `col1` VARCHAR(128)
NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (id) );
And I'd like to have a file like:
schema.sql DROP TABLE IF EXISTS
`table`; CREATE TABLE `table` ( id
VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL, `col1`
VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (id) ); Import file:
DROP TABLE IF EXISTS schema.sql;
CREATE TABLE schema.sql ( id
VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL, `col1`
VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (id) ); Import: COPY
schema.sql INTO TABLE schema.sql; A:
You could do this with a SQL script. If
you have the.sql file on disk and the
database on disk, then you could run a
script: -- a script file to run against the
DB, a.sql DROP TABLE IF EXISTS
schema.sql; CREATE TABLE
schema.sql ( id VARCHAR( 4bc0debe42
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